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Have you examined your feet recently? 
Scientists have invented a way to 
measure our impact on our planet. It’s 
called your ecological footprint; so sit down, take off those shoes and socks 
and let’s check out the size of your 
feet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An ecological footprint measures the 
amount of energy, water, food and 
other resources, used up to maintain 
your lifestyle. 
 
Everything you do; open the fridge, flush the toilet, take a holiday or turn 
on the light, uses up natural resources. 
That’s fine if the amount you use up is replaced at the same rate - but 
unfortunately, most people are using 
up resources faster than they can be replaced.  
 
The current human footprint is 20% 
more than the planet can replace or 
regenerate. That’s bad because it 
means it will take over one year and 
two months, for the Earth to regenerate 
what is used up in a single year. It just 
doesn’t add up.  
Imagine a giant ice-cream which will 
last forever – if you all take only three 
licks a day. If even just a few of you decide you want more and take five 
licks a day, the ice-cream will soon 
be…  GONE! 

Wanting more is a bore 
Reducing waste is only half the story. The amount of resources 
used up also needs to be reduced. 
 Advertising encourages everyone to want more… and to buy 
things even when they are not needed. Look around. Why do people think they need a new bike, the latest mobile phone, 
new sneakers, a better computer or a bigger car?  
Wanting more makes it easy to waste the things you already have. Next time you have a big chuck, make sure your stuff 
goes to a good home or gets recycled. Your trash could be 
someone else’s treasure. 
 
 
What’s the good news? 
The good news is that whilst you can’t make your walking feet 
smaller, you can reduce your eco-footprint. It’s called living 
sustainably. Scientists say that a smaller footprint would help save the planet’s resources, reduce waste and pollution and 
improve everyone’s quality of life, both now and in the future. 
So how do you shrink your footprint?  
No… buying shoes that are too small won’t help. 
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